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Activities Will Continue

Memorial Hall Closed; But Not Completely
New Memorial Hall will not be
completely closed up as stated in a
list of emergency measures from
Chancellor Garry Hays, but will
continue to hold some classes and activities.
WSU received a list of emergency
measures on January 24 from
Chancellor Hays in response to
Governor Perpich's request that all
educational agencies make every
effort to conserve energy and
reduce con s umption by 25%. One of
these emergency measures was
closing the new Memorial Hall
addition for the duration of the
emergency. A compromise was
made on this measure at a meeting
between the faculty and staff
department of HPER and President
DuFresne on January 25. In
response to this meeting the
following energy saving measures
will go into effect starting January
31: In regard to the fieldhouse, the
temperature will be reduced to 55°,
all entryways except door on
northwest side (near vending machine) will be locked — entry will be

permitted only during designated
activities, lighting will be reduced
by two-thirds, no activity will take
place after 4 p.m. and indoor track
field meets scheduled for February
5th and 12th will be canceled.

This is only an example of the
results that all of the colleges in the
State University System are producing in battling the recent heating
fuel shortage. Chancellor Garry D.
Hays pointed Pout some of the
measures being taken to conserve
fuel by the State University
System.
1.) All classroom and office
building thermostats (except those
controlling spaces used to house
instructional experimental plants
and animals and special equipment)
are to be lowered to 62 degrees.
2.) Thermostats in gymnasiums
lowered to 55 degrees.
3.) Certain buildings will be closed
and, in others, specific areas will be
closed in order to permit drastic
temperature reductions. Total space

PLEASE USE
OTHER ENTRANCE

Pertaining to other new Memorial
Hall facilities, the handball courts
will be, used for classes only,
classrooms will be clo-s-ed and new
room- assignments given, locker
rooms may be used but with
reduced air temperature as well as
water temperature, and the training
room will remain open at reduced
air temperature.
In old Memorial Hall classes will
continue as scheduled, with gymnasium divider being used when
double classes are scheduled. Athletic teams will share the facilities
and intramural programs will continue in this facility only. The
temperature of water is to be
reduced at the swimming pool but
scheduled classes will continue. The
pool will be locked after 5:30 p.m.

WSU Using
Less Fuel
Winona State University, WSU,
which usually consumed 6500
gallons of heating fuel a day, has cut
down to 4,000 gallons of heating fuel
a day according to Norm Decker,
Vice-President in charge of Administrative Affairs.

THIS ENTRY CLOSED
TO CONSERVE ENERGY

to be closed in the State University
System amounts to 503,000 square
feet in the following locations:
a.) At Bemidji State University,
the shutdown and lowering to 55
degrees temperature of 14,465
square feet in Hickory Hall, a food
service building.
b.) At Mankato State University,
portions of seven buildings will be
closed including 'C' wing of Crawford residence hall, Cooper Center,
third floor of Lincoln Hall, third
floor of Old Main, and three special
program houses for a total of
160,233 square feet.
c.) At Moorhead State University
portions of Comstock Memorial
Student Union, gymnasiums, the
library, auditoriums, and lecture
halls, totaling 97,340 square feet.
d.) At St. Cloud State University,
the Alumni House, Eastman Hall,
one floor of Lawrence Hall, and
other spaces totaling 61,593 square
feet.
f.) At Southwest State Univer-
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New Memorial Hall closed to conserve energy at WSU.
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sity, the shutdown and lowering to
55 degrees temperature, of some
99,200 square feet of space located
in the library, social science
building, gymnasium, food service,
and dormitories.
"We are still receiving fuel,"
pointed out Decker, but if the cold
weather keeps up, the Energy
Office in St. -Paul will "probably
have us go to either a 4-day week, or
have us close for a week or two."
If WSU did have to resort to
closing down for awhile, Decker
indicated that the time would have
to be made up in the spring.
Chancellor Hays expressed his
appreciation "for the manner in
which the State University Presidents not only have responded but
have provided leadership," in dealing with the heating fuel shortage.

Student
Legislation Day
Governor Rudy Perpich is expected to proclaim March 30th as
Student Legislation Day, reported
President Mitch Penny at Thursday's meeting. In honor of the day,
the Senate will charter a bus to take
interested students to the Capitol.
The all-day event will give students
an opportunity to go on guided tours
and talk to legislators, "who
promised to keep their doors open."
In the past, the event was
co-sponsored by the Political Science Department. The department
is unable to do so this year,
however, because it received no
money from the Activity Fund.
Three bills are expected to be
introduced by MSUSA early in the
legislative session, said Penny. The
bills concerning liquor on campus,
human rights and full transfer of
credits between state schools, are
expected to pass before the Student
Day, said Penny. However, if not,
he added, it would be an excellent
opportunity for students to lobby
themselves.

WSU heating plant now burning 4,000 gallons a day instead of the 6,500 gallons before
conservation measures.

John Luken, a WSU representative for the Food Service Task
Force, reported that at the Moorhead meeting of the force, it was
recommended that WSU increase
the number of room-only contracts
rather than add another meal plan.
The task force is designed to
represent the majority of students,
said Luken, and two meal plans
would raise the price of the present
21-meal plan. Luken stated that at

this time, only 10% of the dorm
rooms may be rented in the
room-only option, and there is
presently a long waiting list.
A questionnaire was distributed
in the cafeteria last Thursday to
survey student • opinion about the
food, service, whether to re-bid or
re-negotiate the contract and to
gauge the favorability of a new
room-only contract. According to
one official, it is estimated that the
contract cost will increase $27 per
quarter if the 10% limit is dropped.
The deadline for student organization constitutions has been
changed. According to Penny, all
organizations who hope to obtain
financial assistance from the Student Activity fund for the school
year 1977-78, must submit a
constitution to the Senate by
Friday.
WSU Coach Frank Conroy attended and spoke at the Senate
meeting to "clarify the football
recruiting procedure." Conroy stated that students complain that "the
football roster looks like it comes
from the United Nations," and that
recruiting should center around
Minnesota, Wisconsin and Northern
Iowa. According to Conroy, all area
'schools are contacted, but because
WSU offers no scholarships, good
athletes tend to go to other schools.
The low out-of-state tuition is what
attracts most out-of-state students,
said Conroy. Conroy emphasized
Continued on page 5
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Cold-Hot Water
by Jim Larmore
The next time you fird yourself
walking halfway around a building
in search of its open door, take this
little test: drop into the restroom
and turn on the cold water. Hold
your hand under it. Now turn on the
hot water and hold your hand under
it. Now select the correct answer to

the following question: which was
warmer (or colder), the hot or the
cold?
If you're fortunate enough to not
have frost-bitten fingers, you should
be able to feel the hot as being a bit
warmer. But not much.
It's no news to those who shower
on campus that the hot water was
turned down to 90 degrees on
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Florida's Answer to the Pet Rock. rZ
PET CANDLE comes to you with corm. itc
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January 22. This was done by order
of Vice President for Administrative Affairs Norman J. Decker, who
was ordered to do so by Commissioner Brubacher, Department of
Administration, St. Paul, Decker
said Friday. Brubacher heads,
among other things, the Energy
Office at St. Paul.
And so Brubacher is making
Terry Schwarze and the rest of the
AV Dept. take a cold shower.
Schwarze is in charge of the Pako
color film processing machine that
was installed in Somsen Hall last
summer. The processor requires the
water that goes into it to be at 90
degrees. No more, no less.
If the water temperature is more
or less, the images you get on your
35mm slides, 8mm and 16mm films
will appear to have been taken on
Mars. No good.
There are now at least 30 rolls of
student, faculty, and AV Photo
Services film sitting on Schwarze's
desk waiting for processing. They
would normally be processed within
48 hours for about $1.50. They must
now sit there losing their latent
images to time until the water
temperature goes up five apparently too-expensive degrees, or until
the film's owner has it processed
elsewhere. For at least twice as
much money.
There are three other expenses
involved with cold, hot water. Forty
to fifty dollars a week, according to
Schwarze, is going down the drain
each week that the processor isn't
running because the color chemistry
becomes aged. Another cost is the
processor itself, $20,000 worth, less
accessories, just sitting there doing
nothing. Finally, count the classes
that are suffering because the
processor is inactive. They had
provided in their budgets the price
for WSU processing, not processing
done elsewhere; additionally, instructors had planned their courses
on the basis of a student's film being
done in two days, not 14.
Just how much can five degrees
be worth to Brubacher?

Vet's Corner
"JONNY WONDER"
DICK ROGERS

So says the VA • • • by

HEY ✓ETERAN S.

IF YOU WANT f0 FIND OUT
WHAT C11. BENEFITS YOU
ARE ENTITLED To, 1-00K
IN YOUR LOCAL TELEPHONE
JARECTORY UNDER UNITED
STATES GOVERNMENT FOR THE
NUMBER TO CALI. 10 REACHA VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

EPRESENTATIVE.

NEA 1976
Contact nearest VA office
[check your phone book] or
a local veterans group.
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STEP ON OVER !
A few quick steps across-the street to HOME BEVERAGE
and your at the party leader!
We have your favorite
BEER in our cooler!
For the WINE lover we have
the best selection around!
We also have a complete
selection of LIQUORS!
03 Ali .
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HOME BEVERAGE
SERVICE Inc.

From Feb. ht Thru April 30th

Buy any 12 regular
price albums
and receive the 13th

FREE
STOP IN AND SIGN UP FOR
THE SPECIAL

HEMMING'
Records • Tapes • Accessories

553 HUFF ST
452-2572

103 Plaza East-Downtown Phone 454-3620,,
MON. - SAT. 10:00am - 5:00pm FRI. till 9:00pm
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One Acts diverse
by Carrie Murphy

by Jeanne Niehaus
Gather together your bean-bagchair, a bowl of popcorn and a friend
and then head for the campus
cinema on February 3rd. Neil
Simon's production "The Sunshine
Boys" will be shown for your
entertainment, another of the many
Up and Company presentations.
The Sunshine Boys, considered by
critics to be one of Simon's most
appealing comedies, sets out to
prove vaudeville is not dead. A
biting and hysterical feud develops
WED.
2

between the two partners of a
successful vaudeville comedy team
of the 30's. Their one-night comeback adds to the hilarity as they
pursue their love-hate relationship.
Richard Benjamin is the helpless
agent-nephew of Matthau, who
cannot deal with the acidity and
craziness of the two brilliant show
business personalities portrayed by
Walter Matthau and George Burns.
Since time away from the books
can no longer be spent in the
racketball courts, why not relax at
the movies?
Basketball at Univ.
Minn.-Duluth

Pre-Registration
85-30 Credits

.

FRI.
4

,Pre-Registration
16-0 Credits

Wm's Basketball
at Duluth

•SAT.
5

Wm's Basketball
at Bemidji

Wm's Gymnastics Men's Basketball
Home vs. Michiganat Eau Claire
Tech. at 7:30 p.m.

MON.
7
TUES.
8

I

Up & Co. Movie
Pre-Registration Wm's Gymnastics
Cinema 3, 6 & 9 p.m. 29-16 Credits
at Mpls.
Wrestling Home-vs. Luther College at 7:30 p.m.

THURS.
3

Delta Zeta
Get Away

Winona In Sports
6:30 p.m. Cable
Channel 12 WECC
Wm's Basketball
Home vs. Wisc.-River
Falls at 7:00 p.m.
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The first fruits of four ambitious
WSU theatre majors were shared
among warm and intimate audiences at the one-act opening last
Wednesday. All four plays, done in
the round, showed originality and
freshness in directing and acting
pursuits.
First on the matinee program was

The Private Ear, directed by Steve

Sell Summer
Tours

Also on the matinee bill, James
Danneker and cast gave us The
Ugly Duckling. A little slow in
getting their gears going, Danneker's ensemble of characters
showed much contrast and color
awhile telling the Milne fairy tale.
Patrick Feehan's scheming king
emerged as the beguiling master of
the liner of both script and face, and
as his queen Teresa Peterson did
not break her haughty vanity on a
single glare. Ross Willoughby and
Colleen Siebanaler delivered the
sweetness of young romance a little
-blandly, but glowed enough to set
off the tartness of the royalty. Lark
Gilmer gave us Dulcibella with a
good deal of comic flair, and Jeff
Lueek and Carl Simons used their
wit and talents to balance the cast
with dry humor.

Appearing

Wed. Feb. 2nd Thru Sat. Feb. 5th

************************************

The Club Bar
208 E. Third Winona

BONANZA
$50.00* OR LESS BUYS A ONE-WAY FARE to ANYWHERE IN
AMERICA. STOP ALONG THE WAY IF YOU WANT AS TICKETS
ARE GOOD FOR 2 MONTHS.

$99.00* BUYS A 10 DAY AMERIPASS GIVING YOU UNLIMITED
TRAVEL ALL OVER AMERICA AND CANADA. ADD EXTRA
DAYS OF TRAVEL TIME FOR ONLY $11.00 PER DAY.
*THESE BARGAINS ARE AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE THRU

MARCH 31 AND FOR USE THRU JUNE 1, 1977.

SAVE 50% OFF THE ONE-WAY FARE BY BUYING A MID-WEEK
PARTY ROUND-TRIP TICKET TO ANYWHERE IN AMERICA OR
CANADA.

16 DAY, 1 MONTH AND 2 MONTH AMERIPASSES ARE ALSO

AVAILABLE.

energetic Mark Bettner as the Boy
in a performance that captivated his

CALL US AT 452-3718 OR STOP IN AT THE WINONA GREYHOUND
BUS DEPOT, 154 WALNUT FOR THE TRAVEL BARGAIN THAT
BEST SUITS YOU.

STATE ' 7:15-9:15
Ends Tuesday

CO/Ntor

-*•

Ask for Dom Messina

* North Country Band *

GREYHOUND $$ SAVINGS

ALL OF THESE BARGAINS ARE GOOD ON
GREYHOUND AND MOST CONNECTING LINES.

to EUROPE
Call toll free (800) 225-4580,

Nancy McClure goes through the make-up process before taking the
stage in "Miss Julie."

Where Have All the Lightning Bugs
Gone? Her well-chosen cast featured

LOWEST possible air fares
LOWEST possible rail fares
LOWEST possible accommodation rates
HIGHEST possible commissions!

Or write, HOLIDAIR STUDENT TOURS
1505 Commonwealth Ave.,Boston,MA 02135

A demanding and involved drama, especially for a first attempt at
directing, Terry Riska presented
Miss Julie, and impressed us with
both his skills and those of his cast.
Nancy McClure as Miss Julie verily
threw herself into neurosis, and

Steve Gergcn's Jean was charged
with powerful intensity. Wendy
Solberg as Kristin seemed a little
vague in contrast, but her character
gradually gained dimension as the
drama progressed.
All four directors deserve compliments on their creative works,
and encouragement in their future
productions. And they're getting
ingt thanks for being such entertaining diversions for the winter
doldrums.

Peterson. Mr. Peterson's attempts
at blocking in the round proved
successful in this dramatic venture,
and the audience felt part of his
intimate apartment set. Jack Hickethier and Renee Rosengren presented their characters of playboy and
attracted female quite effectively,
their expressive eye contact deserving note. Steve Geck's music loving
Tchaik acted and reacted with them,
and he portrayed his sadly comical
character with enough depth to
move his audience to empathy.

Wednesday evening Amy Austin
made her directoral debut with a
highly entertaining edition of

Faculty or Student Reps

audience. Debby Darby portrayed
the Girl with perception and flair,
and as a zesty team the two worked
exceptionally well. The show was
directed well and very enjoyable.

WALTp

s

The Adventures of the
WILDZIINIESS
/

FAMILY

HELD
co lir
:
7 More Nites
Ends Tues.
Wed. Thurs. Fri. Mon. Tues.
7:15 9:05
Sat. & Sun.
Matinee 1:15 Nite 7:15-9:05
G
WINONA
No Passes
-

RYAN
BURT
TATUM
O'NEAL REYNOLDS O'NEAL
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Editorials
Energy
Well, we wonder if people will finally wake up now to the energy
situation.
It is about time that somebody started asking some serious questions
about future energy considerations. If it were not for the grace of good
weather in the last couple of winters, we would have had the same
problem that we have now; the last two Minnesota winters have been
unusually mild.
Perhaps now people will realize that the energy crisis wasn't
something that lasted only during the Arab Oil boycott.
Maybe people will realize that unless we start thinking about the
future the same thing could happen next year, and next year, and next
year, and
Isn't it about time that somebody at Winona State University or
somebody on the State University Board, or somebody in the state
government, or somebody in the federal government started making
plans to keep this country, state, and school system operating.
Unless somebody does something,.what will happen next year, or even
yet this year, will school close down? What will happen to those who
have made plans concerning their future after they graudate? What will
happen to them when the school shuts down? Who knows?
Why not make a serious effort to conserve energy all year long rather
than just when you have to? Why not start a massive insulation program
at WSU? Why not look at the problem and search for a long range
solution
But no, we wait until we are on the very brink of total disruption, then
we do something.
If not good long range planning, it is at least typical for the
Bureaucracy we live in.

Memorial Hall
Concerning the measures that have been taken at WSU, there seems
to be a distinct lack of common sense.
It seems that New Memorial Hall has been closed because its closing
would create the least disruption among. Winona State students.
We can't think of another measure that would have created more
disruption; with the possible exception of closing the Student Union.
There are an awful lot of - people that use New Memorial Hall.
And no they aren't all "jocks". A lot of people like to just spend an

afternoon working out in the gym.
People have.a legitimate gripe when they say they aren't getting their
money's worth out of their activity fees with the gym and other physical
education facilities closed.
Why not take a building that has a lot of general education type of
classes and move the classes. These type of classes can meet almost
anywhere. Classes could be scheduled in the East Cafeteria, in the new
Student Lounge, in the old Student Lounge, almost anywhere.
Where can you go, however, if you warit to play handball, raquetball,
basketball, volleyball, etc., and New Memorial Hall is closed.
Also, if the temperature of the gym is going to be kept. at 55 degrees
and some activities are continued, why can't students go play basketball
if they don't mind playing at 55 degrees?
You certainly aren't going to lose that much heat by opening a door a
few times. There are a lot of people who would like to work out in the
gym, even if it is rather cool.
Taking a look around the state at what the other State Universities
did, very few schools shut their gyms down as completely as Winona
State did.
When you realize that there are an awful lot of people involved with
intramurals, it means that there are going to an awful lot of people
affected.
And this is affecting a majority of the students, not just those gifted
Larry
few who participate in intercollegiate athletics
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Memorial Hall
To the Administration: Energy
crisis or no energy crisis, I believe
that I have a refund coming. The
only activities that I attend here at
State that I pay for with my
activities fee are using the union
and participating in intramurals. On
January 31st, New Memorial Hall is
going to be closed and all intramurals that take place in that facility
will be suspended. Since I participate in soccer and basketball, and
these programs are being cut, I
want a part of my activities fee
refunded for this quarter. Like any
consumer, I paid for something I am
not getting, and demand a refund.
I'm sure that you would demand a
refund from a store if you paid for
something and then didn't get it.
Well storekeeper, if I don't get
mine, you won't get yours spring
quarter as a sign of protest. You will
probably counter with the old "We
won't let you graduate unless you
pay up." Well, as I look at it, that's
life in the big city. I'm going back in
the service in August, and all they'll
do is call down here to see if I have
finished all my requirements for
graduation. You'll say yes, but he
owes us some money and that you
won't give me my diploma (or
wallpaper, whichever) unless I pay
up. They'll say, "So what? As long
as he finished the requirements, we
don't care." So cough up people, or
you won't get yours next quarter.
Kurt Heerdegen, Senior 77.

Parking
Dear Editor:
For -three years I have been a
student at Winona State University,
and for three years I have heard the
same complaining, "We need more
parking space at the college." It is
true that a person cannot always
find a parking place right where he
wants it, but I feel that this is the
wrong time to enlarge our parking
facilities.

Why do I feel this way? I feel this
way because our university is a
unique university. We consist of 38
acres of land situated close to
downtown Winona in a residential
area. There is no vacant land in the
area to build parking lots. Of course,
we can build a parking ramp on one
of our existing parking lots. A
parking lot would hold many cars in
a relatively small space, but they
are extremely expensive to build
and a parking fee would have to be
charged to pay for the construction
and upkeep of the ramp. I would not
care to pay to park my car every
day.
Many people feel that the state
should buy up homes around the
college, tear them down, and put
our parking lots on them. This will
probably be the solution if our
college continues to grow, but that
is a big IF. It seems a terrible waste
to tear down homes that are on the
tax roll to provide parking space if
our college stays the same size as it
is now.
An official of Winona State
University told me that the Minnesota State University College board
feels like I do; that parking is not a
problem on our campus.
The news that no parking lots are
planned can be discouraging to some
of you fellow students that really
N find parking a problem. I do have
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SPECIAL

Cheerful Final Days
At Ford White House
by Jack Anderson
with Joe Spear
WASHINGTON — Richard Nixon's final days in the White House
were dismal. The atmosphere in the Oval Office was dark and depressing
and Nixon spent most of his time brooding.
In contrast, Gerald Ford is cheerful and relaxed, he laughs frequently
and easily and is able to joke with his staff as he prepares to leave the
White House later this week.
He has told aides that he will no longer have to be made up constantly
for television appearances. The aides used to fuss over his makeup until
he threatened to get a facelift and a wig.
President Ford was taken aback by the request from Sen. Phil Hart's
widow that he grant amnesty to the Vietnam protesters, deserters and
draft dodgers. He promised to consider her request. The White House
legal staff has prepared some memos for him on the subject, but Ford is
just going through the motions. He doesn't intend to grant general
amnesty.
Grim Warning: President-elect Jimmy Carter wants to start off his
term by making a good impression. He has asked his transition team to
lOok for some immediate tangible ways to cut back on government fat.
The staff is preparing reports listing government waste that can be
quickly eliminated during Carter's first few months in office. He wants to
demonstrate early that he is trying to keep his campaign promises.
Carter has also promised to cut military spending and has set a goal of
reducing the military budget by $5 billion to $7 billion.
However, he has received some grim, secret warnings about military
*cutbacks. The outgoing Secretary of Defense, Donald Rumsfeld, met
with Carter for six and a half hours.
Rumsfeld warned Carter that U.S. military strength has been steadily
declining while Soviet military strength has been steadily increasing.
Rumsfeleacknowledged that today the United States is as powerful as
the Soviet Union, but he expressed great alarm over the trend.
He told Carter, in effect, that the Democrats could get away with
slashing the military budget and the sky wouldn't fall in. But he strongly
indicated that a deep cut would jeopardize the nation's future security.
He explained that this year's cuts won't be measured on the military
scale for years to come.
The Soviets have been increasing their military might at an annual 3
per cent rate since the 1960s. During the same period, U.S. strength has
dropped 14 per cent below the pre-Vietnam War levels.
One of the transition documents furnished to the Carter team shows
that the Soviet Union has modernized its intercontinental missiles
during the past 15 years. The United States has developed only one new
intercontinental missile system since 1965, while the Soviet Union has
developed seven.
The transition document states, "The USSR already has the
advantage in ICBM (intercontinental missiles) and SLBM (sea-launched
missiles) numbers and throwweight. The Soviets continue aggressive
ICBM, strategic bomber and SLBM development and deployment.
"Moreover, as the size, number and accuracy of Soviet weapons
continues to increase, the. survivability of our silo-based ICBM force is
increasingly jeopardized."
Incidentally, there was an interesting footnote in the transition
papers. The Defense Dept. notified the incoming Democrats that it will
deliver missiles to Jordan. Hawk missiles will be shipped to Jordan at
60-day intervals, beginning this year.
The first Vulcan air defense missiles were delivered to Jordan last
month and another shipment is scheduled in March.
Expensive Failure: The federal government's "war on drugs" has been
an expensive failure. Millions of dollars have been spent and thousands
of drug-related arrests have been made. But dangerous narcotics are still
flowing into the United States at an alarming rate. Heroin is becoming
an epidemic in our nation's cities.
President-elect Carter has said he wants to enlist the aid of the FBI in
the battle against narcotics. Right now the Drug Enforcement
Administration is in control of the anti-drug effort. Former Pr6sident
Richard Nixon put the DEA in charge of federal narcotics, enforcement
and the agency, so far; has withstood accusations of inefficiency and
corruption.
Our sources say that Carter will not be able to move control away from
the DEA, which will resist any effort to be taken out of the anti-drug
spotlight. For that matter, the FBI, we've been told, will balk at any
attempt to involve its agents in the controversial narcotics field.
Meanwhile, federal investigators have learned that confidential files
have ,been pirated out of the Miami office of the Drug Enforcement
Administration. The files on drug trafficking allegedly have been sold to
criminals.
The investigators have evidence that a DEA employee slipped the
files to a relative, who peddled them to criminals. Details of the
investigation have been kept under wraps, but our sources say there is
no evidence of any nationwide selling of government files to mobsters.
The incident is confined to the Miami area.
some solutions for you. You can ten minutes early and plan to walk
start a car pool and ride to your three or four blocks after you park
classes with friends. It is amazing all your car.
Sincerely,
the cars that come to school with
Anne Herman
just the driver. You can leave home
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BEWEGUNG
BEWEGUNG Th
BEWEGUNG
This is my first year at Winona
State and after nearly fifteen years
of involvement with universities
that are on the semester system I
am finding it rather hard to get used
to the quarter plan. (If you're
wondering what I've been doing all
these years I suppose I'll have to
admit that I've become something of
a professional student; but more by
necessity than choice.)
The basic problem with the
quarter plan is that uses up time in
the worst way possible. And I mean
that literally: it consumes time. The
quarter plan consumes time more
rapidly than any other system and
gives us less in return. And the
reason it consumes time, rather
than giving us time, is that it
creates an obsession with time — a
constant obsession with how much
time is left; with how long to the
next exam; with how soon before we
register again.
Whenever I go on a vacation or a
long, enjpyable trip, there is a
certain part of that vacation time
that I enjoy more than any other.
And that's the time during my trip
when I'm able to be .outside of time
— the time when I am no longer
concerned with how long I've been
there or how long before I have to
leave. That's the time when I'm no
longer involved with time, and
that's when I can most be myself
and most enjoy what I am doing.
This happens to us all every time
we go home for a holiday visit. It
happened to us when we were home
for summer vacations from high
school. At first everything is new
and we are just settling in and
making new routines. Then comes
that long timeless period when we
really live our vactions. And, finally,
time catches us again and we begin
breaking off vacation routines and
spend those last few days accelerating the pace of our lives, catching
up again with the demands of time.
As a professional student, I've
found many joys in education; but
they've always come in those
moments 'during the semester that
were out of time — those moments
when the next exam, or the
semester's end, was so far away
that it didn't involve me and I could
just relax into the material and let
myself take the time for find
something worthwhile. And it was
also at just those same times during
the year that my teachers and my
fellow students seemed to mellow
out — seemed to find time to loosen
up in class and in the student center
and create an environment that
made the whole 'educational experience' finally, for that brief while,
worth living through and worth
looking forward to.
Barry Neal Evans

Student Day
Continued from page 1
that he was not asking for money,
but that going to some place like
Minneapolis, for example, to compete for athletes against other
schools that offer scholarships was
like "hitting my head against the
wall."
By a unanimous vote, Jr. Senator
Michele Amble was accepted as an
applicant for the MSUSA lobbyist
position for "spring quarter. Applications for the position are not yet
closed.
Because of what was termed "too
few people for too big a job", a
resolution was passed permitting
the SCAC to increase the number of
committee members from eight to
12. Applications will', be reviewed,
and possibly voted on at tomorrow's
Senate meeting.
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e Burning of Wood

by Henry Hull
Writing a column is never easy.
This writer strives to present
something that will catch the
interest of the students and faculty
alike, and as a deeply religious man
tries never to bfeak the rule of his
Jewish ancestors who thousands of
years ago were obeying the rule:
"Thou-shalt not bear false witness:"
In order to tell the truth today, in
this year of 1977, I will probably
scrape the nerves of the bureaucratic petit bourgeoisie who run this
Ooniversity, and the characters: the
potato sandwiches who control the
State OOniversity board. My definition of potato sandwich should be
understood. It means a member of
the bourgeoise class who esconced
in his or her niche in the state

bureaucracy, enjoys the position
and reaps in the monetary value
that allows the person live in the
high bourgeOisie set that specializes
in split level housing, memberships
in golf clubs, a huge ugly, polluting,
hideous American car, complete
with power steering and power
brakes and about fifteen miles to the
gallon, at best. This class is
generally basically selfish because
of the position that they havie risen
too. To use a crude Yankee
expression they are living high on
the hog, and care little for the rest
of us who at best, in their type of
thinking are but struggling pigs in
the mie of economic insufficiency.

"11111,

keep from going into bankruptcy,
and the payments are eating me
alive. My wife, a Metis, or part
Indian, teaches music, does professional typing and English tutoring,
and we are able to make ends meet,
barely!

Sitting up at night, thinking this
over, that we would have to cut
back somewhere, I decided that we
could break out of the cruel
combination of the Oil Exporting
Nations of the third world, and the
American Oil companies who have
been grinding the face of the poor
for many gnerations, I could do this
by burning wood. I bought a cheap
wood stove and cut holes in the
Last year, after our president or floors so that the heat would rise to
my ten year old son's and my eight
whoever, turned down my promotion to associate professor, a year old daughter's rooms. A left of
position that would have meant center person, and a basic proleseveral thousand dollars a year's tarian at heart, long ago I formed
salary, I realized the utter cruelty of connections with the Farmer's
the administration who probably Union at the hills village of Witoka.
I rebuilt a trailer to hook behind my
never read the admonition of Isaiah
of Babylon who wrote, "Thou shalt 1965 German car, and brought down
not grind my people to pieces, and much wood from Big John Waldo's
neither shalt thou grind the faces of place at Witoka. I almost lost my life
coming down Witoka Hill with
the poor."
about three thousand pounds of
I have had to put a second wood behind a car that Weighs less
mortgage on my 104 year house to than seventeen hundred pounds.

f. "
_4;
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Since then I have found a source
of wood on Prairie Island, mostly
white Ash, good firewood. I have a
wonderful Canadian power saw that
will whip up to over eight thousand
revolutions a minute. A former
mechanic and a blacksmith, I
appreciate such machines. With this
and my bright axe I am able to keep
the house warm for my young wife
and little ones. It means of course, in
this frightfully cold winter, unceasing effort, including getting up in
the middle of the night to feed the
fire.
I enjoy working in the forest. I am
not adverse to taking care of the
stove that means life itself, but
while I realize the Ooniversity must
have an organization and a leader,
does it have to descend into such
economic tyranny as to force some
of us in the lower economic ranks
into such corners?

The
challenge.
Here's the challenge. You'll need a watch in numerical order. When you've reached
and a pencil. Start with number 1 in the cen- number 60, check your watch. If it took you
ter of the ribbon. Then, as quickly as you less than three minutes, you've met the
can, cross out every number, one at a time challenge.

......._
.0111 47 Ina
ditill 57 16 19 " Elk
11:1 24
11111:11111 4II
CI 54 43 Ell 69 MEI 41 112
I 39 112 15 111 45 50 25 11"
1111113 28 34 CI 48 26
11 49 27 14 .59 20
30 11 40 8 29

Ausi 44 VI 18 KEIL
M, 1Plw"
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When there's a challenge,
quality makes the difference.
We hope you have some fun with the challenge.
There's another challenge we'd like to offer you, too.
The Pabst challenge:
We welcome the chance to prove the quality of
our beer. We challenge you to taste and compare
Pabst Blue Ribbon to any other premium beer. You'll
like Pabst better. Blue Ribbon quality means the best
tasting beer you can get. Since 1844 it always has.

PABST. Since 1844.The quality has always come through.
©1976. PABST BREWING COMPANY Milwaukee, Wis., Peoria Heights, III., Newark, N. J., Los Angeles, Calif., Pabst, Georgia.
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Cagers Beat Energy Crisis
by Joe Bissen and Carl Simons
WINONAN. Sports Writers
If Winona State basketball coach
Ben Hix were Minnesota's energy
director, he might declare the state
to be in a permanent energy crisis.
Playing in Old Memorial Hall
Saturday night because of the
shutdown of New Memorial facilities, Hix's Warriors nudged by St.
Cloud State U., 71-66.
Staging the contest in the old gym
helped his team, Hix explained. He
felt the crowd had more enthusiasm
than usual, and that the enthusiasm
rubbed off on the players.
The contest was close from start
to finish, as neither team ever led by
more than six points. In the first
half alone, the lead changed hands
eleven times. St. Cloud's pressure
defense got to the Warriors with
five minutes in the first stanza and
enabled the Huskies to forge out a
45-39 intermission lead.
Winona came out with a press of
its own in the second half, and,
according to Hix, it was the key to
the victory. "It even helped us on
the boards," he commented. "St.
Cloud didn't have time to get
anyone underneath."
The Warriors, on the basis of a
few steals and quick buckets, went
out ahead by three points with two
minutes to play. After sitting on the
ball for over two minutes, two Larry
Stevenson free throws iced the
game away at 69-64.
Hix praised the team as a whole
for the win. "Everybody worked
hard, everybody contributed, and
the guys hung in there real well."
Bobby Lyons put on his usual
shooting exhibition, going 7 for 10
from the field, but he was outdone
'by Stevenson, who pumped in 7 field
goal attempts without missing. Both
players topped WSU scorers with
16 total points. Wendell Anderson
finished 15. St. Cloud's Bryan Rohs
took game scoring honors with 18
marks.
The Warriors shot at a torrid 58%
from the floor, while the Huskies
finished with 50%. WSU was
outrebounded 30-24, but Anderson
grabbed seven to lead all individuals
in that department. Bob Smith had
six assists from the Warriors, who
recorded their third NIC Victory.
Bobby Lyons, who had been
suffering from a recurring neck
injury, returned to top form by
pumping in 21 points to lead the
Warriors to a surprisingly easy
86-68 triumph over Southwest State
last week.
It was not, however, a one man

about getting motivated.
"We've talked about it as a team.
The individual motivation is the key
factor. The guys have hung in there,
and I think that's important."
The first half was a closely played
affair, as the Warriors couldn't quite
break it open. Each time Winona
State spurted ahead, the Mustangs
fought back.
Anderson's jumper with three

show. Wendell Anderson came
through with 16 markers, Larry
Stevenson came off the bench to
score 14, and Brad Spitzack and
Dale Walde both added 10 to the
Warrior effort.
"The real key," said a jubilant
coach Ben Hix, "was the enthusiasm
the guys played with." Hix said the
team has had many frustrations this
year and that he has talked to them

Beam Hurts Gymnasts
prepared for the balance beam in
last week's practice. But it just
looks like I didn't do a very good job.
"All of the girls fell off the beam
at least once and that's a half point
for each fall. We lost by 1.2 points
and you can see what the difference
was.
"You can't blame the judges, they
are the best we have had this year.
In fact, one of them is a nationally
- rated judge."

by Mike Herzberg
WINONAN Sports Editor
Steve Juaire thought he had his
gymnastics' team well prepared on
the balance beam last week, but he
had second thoughts after Winona
State University lost to the University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse 115.1113.9 last Saturday morning in New
Memorial Hall.
"I thought I had them well

Swimmers Sink CST and GA
by Jan Hanson
WINONAN Sports Writer
The Winona State University
women's swim team defeated both
College of St. Teresa and Gustavus
Adolphus Thursday night in the last
home meet for the women this
season. Winona State defeated the
College of St. Teresa 67-43 and
Gustavus Adolphus 78-23 to up their
record to 3-3. College of •St. Teresa
defeated Gustavus Adolphus 70-38.
Lori Hasselbring anchored two
winning relay teams and won two
individual events to lead the
Warriors to victory. In a close finish
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trouble most of the contest, but
Walde proved to be more than an
able substitute.
Walde's several blocked shots and
seven rebounds seemed to add a
little spark to the Warrior attack. In
addition, AnderSon hauled down 14
rebounds to give WSU a 42-28 edge
on the boards.
Hix said both Walde and Stevenson played very well.
The hot shooting Warriors out
gunned Southwest from the field
55% to 38%. On free throws the
Mustangs hit 14 of 19 compared
with the Warriors' 14 of 21.
The Winona State Jayvees didn't
fare nearly so well. They were
blasted 115-78 by Southwest in what
Coach Mike Blanski called a very
"flat" performance.
The Warriors will be going for
their third straight win tonight in
Duluth against UMD. The next
home game will be this Saturday
night versus Michigan Tech in Old
Memorial Hall.

Monica Phillips shows the concentration that won her the
all-around competition at the meet last Saturday with a school
record 31.15 points.
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seconds left gave WSU a three point
advantage at halftime. Lyons had
piled up 16 points at the half. '
Southwest, which had come to
Winona with a 4-2 conference
record, didn't appear to be very
fired up to play the Warriors. Hix
agreed. "I don't think Southwest
regarded- us too highly."
The unwary Mustangs were easy
prey for WSU in the second half.
The Warriors rattled off ten
straight points and played good
defense to ,increase their lead to
50-37. Southwest was held scoreless
for the first five minutes of the final
period.
The Mustangs were never able to
come back after that poor start.
WSU maintained a ten to twelve
point lead throughimt the last
stanza until the final minutes when
th6y 'completely blew Southwest out
of New Memorial Hall.
"We took away their inside
game," remarked Hix. Starting
center Mike Smith was • in foul
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WSU nipped St. Teresa in the
200-yard medley relay with a time of
2:09.97 to CST's 2:10.66 while in the
final event the 200-yard freestyle
relay, Hasselbring teamed with
Anne Halas, Sue Brefka, and Sue
Peake for a 1:54.65.
Hasselbring won the 50-yard
freestyle (0:27.29) and the 100-yard
freestyle (1:00.09) while Brefka
captured the 200-yard freestyle
(2:18.78) and the 500-yard freestyle
(6:10.32).
The other winner for the Warriors was Theresa Duffy in the
50-yard breaststroke (0:35.41) and
the 100-yard Breaststroke (1:15.36).
Second place finishers were
Andrea Jerner in the 100-yard
backstroke, Halas in the 100 and
50-yard freestyles. Peake placed
second three times, 100-yard individual medley, 100-yard butterfly and
500-yard freestyle. Duffy rounded
out the second place finishes in the
50-yard butterfly.
Coach John Wanner remarked
that "the team swam well but not
exceptionally," and later stated that
with only six swimmers, the team
did very well. "It's not always depth
but the dedication of the swimmers."
The Warriors will travel to St.
Cloud this Saturday for the State
University Invitational.

6.65.
Monica Phillips continued to
Terry Larson took a 7th on the
dominate the WSU team in the
bars with a 6.35, Maureen O'Brien
all-around, as she broke her school
was 9th with a 5.4 and Shepherd
point total record again. Phillips ran
finished 10th with a 5.3.
up a total of 31.15 in the all-around
For WSU in the floor 'exercise,
by capturing the floor exercise with
Rotty was 5th with a 7.15 and
a 7.85, placed second in both the
Larson tied for 8th with a 6.7.
balance beam and vaulting with
The Warrior gym squad has only
scores of 7.2 and 8.3 respectively
two meets left before post season
and took third in the uneven parallel
competition and coach Juaire is
bars with a 7.8.
starting to get his team prepared
Deb Harkness also ran her
for the state meet.
all-around total into the thirties
with a 30.5. Harkness won the bars — "We have got to have more
improvement on the beam," stated
with an 8.3 and the vault with an
Juaire. "We still have a chance to
8.55. She also was third in the floor
win the state meet. I guess you can
say we are a darkhorse or an
underdog. But I think we are one of
the top three teams in Minnesota
and LaCrosse is one of the top three
teams in Wisconsin. The score
shows that we are both pretty
even."
Winona finishes out its regular
exercise with a 7.5 and 7th on the season with a couple of meets this
week. The Warriors travel to the
beam with a 6.15.
Karen Rolseth was also third on University of Minnesota-Duluth this
the beam with a 6.8, while Jan Thursday and then goes to the
Shepherd and Patty Rotty were University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
10th and 11th respectively with 5.4 for a five team meet. Along with
Eau Claire and Winona, there will
and 5.3.
On the vault Ann Greenslit was be the University of Wisconsin,
fifth with a 7.45, Shepherd 8th with University of Wisconsin-River Falls
a 7.0 and Sonja Gidlow 10th with a and Gustavus Adolphus.

Knop Paces Warriors
by Joe Bissen
WINONAN Sports Writer
Anybody who came to the
women's basketball game between
Mankato State and Winona State at
halftime probably thought the
scoreboard in Old Memorial Hall
was broken. It read: Home 26,
Visitors 6.
But the scoreboard was working
perfectly. And it seemed the
Warrior women were, too. They
made their 20 point lead stand up
for a 54-36 thrashing of Mankato.
The first half belonged completely
to the Warriors. Leeza Knop
pumped in ten points from both
inside and out and grabbed five
rebounds, while Maureen Adams
scored eight and pulled down seven
boards. Teri Valinski's defense and
Mary Bartley's unselfish team play
helped hold the Indians in check, as
MSU shot a microscopic 10% in the
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first half.
Warrior coach Marjorie Moravec
gave her reserves playing time in
the second half, and she admitted
that it was somewhat of a mistake
on her part. "The reserves were
overanxious, and I shouldn't have
pulled all of my starters at once."
WSU committed most of their 33
turnovers in the second half:and
gave the Indians a few feeble
attempts at comebacks.
Moravec said that "Mankato was
a better club than they looked.
Injuries have hurt them." But she
took nothing away from her cagers,
adding, "We are meshing now, and
we know each other better."
Knop wound up as the game's
leading scorer with twenty-one
points. She went 10 for 17 from the
floor and had seven rebounds.
Adams finished with 15 points and
10 boards. Bartley had nine points.
The Warriors ended with 34% on
field goals and 59% on free throws.
Mankato's top scorer was JoAnn
Donner with nine. The Indians shot
a paltry 20% from the field.
The Warriors also won the JV
game, 47-40, behind Sharon Patterson's 15 points.
The WSU cagers will be going on
a northern road trip this weekend.
Friday night they will play at the
University of Minnesota-Duluth
before visiting Bemidji State on
Saturday.

Wanner Leaves
WSU Tankers
by Carl Simons
WINONAN Sports Writer

there wasn't a big enough team.
There were also several swimmers who did not like Wanner's
Head Swimming Coach John coaching, which led to their quitWanner acknowledge last week to ting.
the Winonan that he will not be
Currently there are three swimreturning to Winona State next mers (Mike Conrad, Chris Murphy,
year.
and transfer student Scott Bonine)
"Since I've decided not to obtain a that are still working out to stay in
degree in physical education and shape for next year.
work towards collegiate coaching
Conrad, a freshman from Wau(which was my original intention wautosa, WI, leaned towards dewhen I came here), then I decided it fending Wanner's coaching abilities.
would be unfair for me to work with "He's a pretty good coach," says
this .program anymore," said Wan- Conrad. "He makes mistakes, but
ner.
I've never seen anyone who
"It would be much better for the doesn't."
program," he continued, "if they can
Wanner's departure will leave the
find somebody, and find him soon, swimming program with a gap to
that's going to be able to stick with fill. Dr. Martin is reportedly fairly
the program and do it justice."
close this year to finding a new
When Wanner came to Winona coach, but last year he was also
State two years ago he had some .big close and came up empty handed.
shoes to fill. The previous coach, Dr.
"I personally want to upgrade the
John Martin (now head of the HPER program," says Martin. "I think
department), had the outstanding there is a need for a swimming
record of nine winning teams in the team....I believe that one can
past eleven years.
develop a swimming program from
Compounding his problem was where it is at this particular stage to
the fact that he wasn't hired until a powerhouse in a very, very short
August of 1975 to coach for the time."
1975-76 season. Thus, he was unable
Wanner said last week that he
to do any recruiting so late in the will probably be going back into
year, and the men last year had a Wisconsin for a teaching job. But
very small team.
there are "a lot of options," he says.
This year there was no men's
Wanner also said that the
swimming team, although there administrators in the HPER departwere enough swimmers on campus ment have been very cooperative
to make up a squad. At the first with him. "The people I'm working
swim meeting last fall there were with," he affirmed, "are professionabout fifteen swimmers, but they all als, and they have treated me with
gradually dropped out of the the greatest respect and courtesy.
program, for various reasons.
Martin, Day (Susan J., Women's
George Youngvorst and Mike Athletic Director), Marston
Jefferson, the only returning swim- (Dwight, Men's Athletic Director),
mers from the 1975-76 season, were these people have all been reasonamong the first to quit. Youngvorst able, and helpful, and positive in
felt that there wasn't enough their attitudes."
enthusiasm, and felt he did not want
Last week Wanner had time to
to swim on such a small team. reflect on what the WSU swimming
Jefferson also quit, but his reason program of the future needs. "It
was to work to pay for his college needs continuity and recruitment,"
education. Both Swimmers have one says Wanner. "It needs somebody
year of eligibility left next year.
who can maintain the same coaching
Freshman swimmer, Jim Wolter philosophy for a period of years so
of Lakeville, MN, feels similar to that people know what to expect
Youngvorst. He says, "There wasn't when they come here. And it needs
any team spirit." Wolter's main somebody that can get out and bring
reason for quitting was because in swimmers."

AT THE BOOKSTORE
VALENTINE CARDS
DON'T FORGET YOUR LOVED ONE ON FEBRUARY
14th GIVE THEM A NICE CARD
WITH YOUR WARM WISHES

TOWELS
THE WSU BATH TOWELS REGULARLY
$2.95 ARE ON SPECIAL THIS WEEK

FOR ONLY $2.00
1/2 PRICE

OUR DISPLAY OF DAILY APPOINTMENT AND
ASSIGNMENT BOOKS, PLUS CALENDERS ARE
NOW GOING AT 1/2 PRICE. MANY DIFFERENT
STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM

GYM SHORTS
WE NOW HAVE IN STOCK ALL SIZES
AND MANY DIFFERENT COLORS OF GYM SHORTS

RUMMAGE SALE
THEIR ARE REAL BUYS IN THIS SALE
VALUES TO $8.95

NOW ONLY $4.00

AT THE BOOKSTORE

WSU Grapplers
Split Pair
The Winona State University
wrestling team split a pair of dual
meets last week, losing to national
power South Dakota State University 39-2 on Friday afternoon and
then beating Northern Intercollegiate Conference opponent Southwest
State University 39-15 Saturday
night.
Don Simpson was the only
Warrior to come away a winner
against SDSU. Simpson won his
134-pound match with Mike Allen,
1-0. The two wrestlers battled
through the first two periods
without giving up a point, before
Simpson scored an escape in the
early part of the final period.
Simpson was one of four wrestlers that won for WSU against
Southwest, having an easy time of
it, 11-2. Bruce Anderson (142) edged out a
2-0 win, 158-pound Steve Dummett
won an 8-5 decision and John Nelson
pinned his man at 177 pounds in
2:50.
Winona also picked up three wins
by way of forfeit. Ron Mueller (118),
Rod Hoesley (126) and Mike Remick
at heavyweight.
Although Simpson's decision in
the SDSU match gave the Warriors
three team points, the Warriors
were penalized a team point when
WSU • coach Tom Eiter got into a
heated argument with the official.
Eiter's complaint was that 190pound Mike Reed was slammed to
the floor, (a move not allowed in
collegiate wrestling) by Don Oswald, which resulted in Reed's being
unconscious for a total of five
minutes.
The Warrior's next meet will be
Thursday against Luther College.
Starting time in Old Memorial Hall
is 7:30 p.m.

The Greeks were the first
people to pursue mathematics
as an art for its own sake.
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Cold Freezes IM
C League

Intramurals

Old Man Winter really settled in
at Winona State University and the
rest of the state of Minnesota and
forced the cancellation and curtailment of many intramural activities.
But some IM events did get played
last week.
Hockey

The cold weather didn't stop the
men from playing hockey. Stanley's
Cup edged Hands-Like-Skates 3-2,
the Gopher Chuckers whipped
Ronnie's Rythms School of Dance
7-2, TKE handed HLS another
defeat, 1-0, and the Unknowns
forfeited to HLS.
Women's Basketball

The Leapin Lizards forced the
league into a three-way tie last
week by handing the WW's their
first loss of the season 19-10.
The Tardos got into the tie with a
10-6 win over Grubber's Goodies,
the 3rd Floor Sinkers defeated
Morey M&M's 26-20 and the Saucey
Dishes posted their first win of the
year with a 25-15 drubbing of the
Spinners.

Three shutouts' were posted in
the league, as the Kaboubies, KGM
and Super Spikers all won 3-0 over
No What Nothings, Team 49 andte,
Sanborn Spikers respectively.
The Chargers just got by the
Rookies 3-2 and OBNOZ handed the
Dignitaries a 3-1 setback.
Men's Basketball
A League

Funk Mob crushed the NURDS
81-54, 2+5 hammered 100 Proof
83-47, the Celtics upset Bad
Company 55-45, the Butts got past
the Vets 55-41, the Six Footers
pulled one out over Ronnie's
Rythms School of Dance 47-44 and
the Whiz Kids stopped the lowly
High Hordes.

Co-Rec Volleyball
A League

The Unknowns blanked the Babes
& Buddies 3-0, Signa Phi Phnuthing
squeaked past the Dondiclondos 3-2,
Whoppers beat the Roundabout 3-1,
Eros slipped past The Apathy Club
3-1 and Broadway Ballers won over
the Minnie Mites 3-1.
B League

The Brewers and TWNN posted
identical scores of 3-2 over Kool's
Gang and the Aardvaarsk respectively. The Boo Foo's added a win
with a 3-1 verdict over the Hershey
Squirts, as did TKE by the same
score over the Buckwheats. Finally
Buck 'N a Half + Tax was victorious
over Not Quite Right 3-1.

B League

Close garnes were in order for
most of the league. Half Court
Hookers nipped Beinies Weines
35-32, the Kids forfeited to Soft
Touch, Winona Lighting Studio
clipped the Weiniger Boys 46-41, 50% Off handed 8+1 a 53-44 defeat,
Beaker's Streakers won big over the
WD's 51-36 and the Runts stopped
Cheap N' Easy 45-38.
C League

Half-fast Shooters pulled a 60-41
upset over the Brothers of Winona,
BD&Z blitzed Morey Pacers 68-44,
Blanketing a Thousand Trees outscored the Ball Busters 46-18,
TKE-Grey beat Hands-Like-Feet
49-43 and Aerial Attack forfeited to
the Desperados.
D League

The Wildmen. pounded What It
Is? 68-37, TKE-Cherry edged 7th
Round Draft Picks 38-37, Wee Trii
won over the Head Hunters 38-36,
the Pubs defeated the Polish Demos
47-38 and the Skid Heros won a
50-28 victory over Riefer Express.

UW L Sweeps Keglers
The Winona State men's bowling
team dropped a close 25-21 decision
to UW-LaCrosse Saturday. The
Warrior women also were defeated
42-4.
Glenn Kooken led the men with a
230 single game and 606 series.
Following close behind were Mike
Deutschman with a 203-596, Rick
Panico at 213-594, and Rich Thurley

with a 216-593. Beth Hayes topped
the women with a 188-510.
The WSU keglers have several
weeks off before their next meet on
February 19 against the University
of Minnesota. The Warriors will be
trying to seek revenge for their
close defeat to the Gophers earlier
this year.

BEAT THE COLD

CALL

THE
BROTHERS PIZZA

I,

FOR
FAST & FREE

DELIVERY

Where Price Is Just
To Your Satisfaction •
Specializing
ITALIAN DINNER & SANDWICHES
*BEER ON TAP IN FROSTED MUGS*
THE FINEST PIZZA PALACE
* PARTY FACILITIES*

Our pira truck is ready to deliver your fresh, hot
pizza quickly to your door.

'

EAT IN OUR COMFORTABLE
DININGROOM OR
CARRY OUT

HOURS:
MON-THURS
4:00 PM - 1:00 AM
fRI - SAT
4:00 PM - 3:00 AM
Sunday
4:00 PM - 2:00 AM

e

Brother's
Pizza
151 East 3rd Winona
Ph. 452-7864 or 452-7879
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Campus Shorts This Week
SPEAKER

from Victoria will be interviewing in
Minneapolis on January 29,-,30, and
31st, for teaching positions. Anyone
interested and qualified contact
Winona State Placement Services
for more information.

Owen Gleason of the Minnesota
Civil Liberties Union will speak on
the abortion issue Monday evening,
February 7th. The program will be
presented at 8:00 p.m. in the Purple
Room of the WSU Student Union.
Following Mr. Gleason's presentation, there will be a question and
answer period on this topic and also
other areas in which the ACLU is
involved. The \ program is being
sponsored by the Student Cultural
Activities Committee and co-ordinated by the Political Science
Association.

CONCERT CANCELLED
The Charlie Daniels' band scheduled to play at SMC, Tuesday,
February 8, has been cancelled until
a possible later date. Ticket can be
refunded at place of purchase.

INITIATION
Teresa Louise Erickson, River
Falls, Wis., and Renee Francis
Varichek, Fridley, Minn., have been
pledged into Alpha Xi Delta
sorority of Winona State University.
The Delta Omega chapter of
Alpha Xi Delta was organized
eleven years ago on the WSU
campus. Its goals are leadership,
scholarship, sisterhood, social activity and service to the college and
community.
Teresa is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James L. Erickson, 218 South
Falls Street, River Falls, and is a
paralega major. Renee is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
McCulloch, 1558 Briardale Road,
Fridley, and is an accounting major..

TKE LITTLE SIS'S INITIATED
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraters wish
to extend their congratulations to
the twelve new initiates of the
recently reorganized order of Diana.
The order of Diana or Little Sis, is
an organization of women organized
to assist the local TKE chapter in its
endeavors. Some things Little Sis's
will be doing are decorating the
party house, organizing activities
and assisting in rush. We, the
members of TKE, feel these girls
will be a definite asset to the
fraternity. Once, again, thanks girls
in the behalf of TKE.

TEACHING INTERVIEW
An Australian representative

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
UNITED Feature Syndicate

47 Settle from
ACROSS
weight
1 W. Indies
48 Elevates
island
50 Ballet
6 Municipal
performer
map
52 Adjust again
10 Place in a
56 Surgical _
group
thread
14 Of sounder 57 Reply: Abbr.
mind
58 Frank
15 Academic 60 Quote
gown
63 Having no
16 Century
hope
plant
65 Make
17 Speak
progress: 2
publicly
words
18 Working
66 No., So., or
20 Had
Cent. ---compassion 67 Image
21 Slanders
68 Lifeless
22 Bandleader 69 Proportion
70 Canvas
--- Lewis
23 Characteristic
shelter
activity rate 71 Feat
25 Bounders
27 Cigars
DOWN
30 Early auto
1 On a
31 Pronoun
specific
32 Preceding in
time: 2
importance
words
34 Lies at
2 Thin in
anchor
density
38 War god
3 The same
40 Vacancy
4 More useful
sign: 2
5 100 square
words
meters
42 Italian coin
6 Raise in
43 Ice cream
rank
concoctions 7 Run easily
45 Expos and
8 As grump as
Dodgers
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9 Intense fear 37 Flavoring
10 Chapeau
39 Asian king
11 Best
41 Ism
member
44 Digging tool
12 The
46 Fast plane
Boys
49 Supernatural
13 Conveyance
being
documents 51 Geological
19 Flower
epoch
21 Baseball,
52 Electronic
for one
device
24 Janitor's
53 Fluid
implement
injection
26 Work hard 54 Balance
27 DeGaulle or
sheet item
Boyer:
55 Follow the
Abbr.
trail of
28 One of
59 Broad white
courage
collar
29 Well-made 61 Civil wrong
33 Rising into
62 Being: Sp.
being again 64 Before
65 Light
35 Separates
36 Important
rowboat
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COME
RUN WITH US
Women's Varsity
Track Practice
has begun!
Contact Coach
Moravec
(Rm 120-Memorial Hall)
Phone 457-2991
for more details!

CLASSIFIED ADS
The classified ad rates for the
Winonan are $2.00 for the first
20 words and 5 cents per word
after that.
Write to Business Manager
Winonan, 113 Phelp Hall,
Winona State University or call
457-2158.
COLLEGE REP WANTED to
distribute "Student Rate" subscription cards at this campus.
Good income, no selling involved. For information &
application write to: Mr. D.
DeMuth, 3223 Ernst St.. Franklin Park, Illinois 60131.

-

FOR YOUR FAVORITE PIZZA ONLY A STEP AWAY

PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA
529 HUFF STREET
• ALSO SERVING: •

CLASSIFIED AD

DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT &
WEDDING RINGS: Up to 50%
discount to students, faculty &
staff (full or part-time). Example, 1/4 ct. $75, 1/2 ct. $250, 1
ct. $695 by buying direct from
leading diamond importer. For
color catalog send $1 to SMA
Diamond Importers, Inc., Box
42, Fanwood, N.J. 07023 (indicate name of school) or call
(212)682:3390 for location of

SPAGHETTI, CHICKEN & SANDWICHES.
DINE IN - CARRY OUT
OR HAVE IT DELIVERED OPEN DAILY 4:00 PM
451-1134

showroom nearest you.

WINONA SKATE CAPITAL
SKATING CENTER
Located on Hwy 14 & 61 behind Sambo's Restaurant

NOW POKING PRIVATE PARTIES
for
Reservation Call 452-8606 after 4:00 p.m.
DORM PARTIES
FRATERNITY
GOOD CLEAN FUN
SORORITY
Mon. — Ladies' Night — 1/2 Price Off on Admission
Tues. — Guys' Night — 1/2 Price Off on Admission
Wed. — Buck Night for Admission & Skate
Thurs. — Adult Night from 8:30-11:00 — 18 yrs.
& older.
Fri. — Disco Night
Sat. — Disco Night
Sun. — Family Night — $2.50 for the whole family
from 6:00 p.m.-8:30 p.m.;
8:30-11:00 Adult Night, 18 yrs. & older.

Afternoon Specials: Mon.-Fri. from 4-6 p.m.
$1.00 for everything

5'
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51

36

The William P. ,Theurer Scholarship in Business Administration will
soon be awarded for the 1976-1977
academic year. The scholarship,
awarded by the Winona State
University Foundation, in honor of
the former official of the Winona
National and Savings Bank totals
$100 for this academic year. Terms
of the bequest state the criteria to
be scholarship and need, in that
order. Any business administration
major wishing to apply for the
scholarship should pick up a
Theurer Scholarship Application in
the Bus. Ad. Departmental office
and return it to Dr. Salyards on or
before February 11, 1977.

Alternative one — We need your talent
Alternative two — Dead cats for sale
Now that we surely have your attention we really
need your talent. If you have any art, fiction,
poetry, or essays concerning the spirit of the
times, we'd like to see them.
Where — 118A Somsen When — Before Feb. 18
Form — Anything
If you have any questions call Barry Neal Evans at
452-4658
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Puzzle Solved

Scholarship
Deadline

6?

Hours:
Mon.- Fri.

4-6

6-8:30

8:30-11 :00

Sat.-Sun.

1-3:30

3:30-6:00

6:00-8:30

8:30-11:00

PRIVATE PARTIES FROM 11:00 PM - 1:00 AM

1

